We survey on the ongoing research that relates the combinatorics of parity games to the algebra of categories with finite products, finite coproducts, initial algebras and final coalgebras of definable functors, i.e. µ-bicomplete categories.
This paper is a survey on our recent work lifting results on free µ-lattices [1, 2] to a categorical setting. A µ-lattice is a lattice with enough least and greatest fixed points to interpret formal µ-terms. A generalization of this notion leads to consider categories with finite products, finite coproducts, and enough initial algebras and final coalgebras of functors. We call these categories µ-bicomplete.
The outcome of this research is so far described in [3, 4, 5] . A main goal for us is to understand how the algebra of µ-bicomplete categories describes a computational situation through the combinatorics of games; when attempting to achieve this goal, computational logic and proof-theory become unavoidable ingredients. It is the aim of this note to give insights on how these four worlds -categories, games, computation and logic -relate in this context. As the need of a mathematical formalization has too often hidden these relationships, we shall present here only informal arguments. The reader will find formal proofs of the statements in the references cited above.
1 µ-Bicomplete Categories and Parity Games
Defining µ-Bicomplete Categories
Categorical µ-terms are generated from symbols for products and coproducts, by means of substitution and two term constructors, one for the least fixed point, the other for the greatest fixed point. The inductive rules to construct x ∈ X =⇒ x ∈ µT (X) s ∈ µT (X) I =⇒ I s, I s ∈ µT (X) s ∈ µT (X) and x ∈ X =⇒ µ x .s, ν x .s ∈ µT (X \ {x}) them are displayed in figure 1 ; there X ranges on finite subsets of a given countable set of variables, and I ranges over finite sets. Once a category C is chosen, we can try to interpret categorical µ-terms (or µ-terms for short) as functors of the form C X G G C according to the inductive rules of figure 2. The attempt to interpret µ-terms in an arbitrary category C fails in general,
final coalgebra of due to the lack of some structure: for it to be successful C should at least have finite products, finite coproducts, and initial algebras and final coalgebras as needed. If the attempt succeeds and all the µ-terms are interpretable, then we say that C is µ-bicomplete. For example, any locally presentable category is µ-bicomplete.
Parity Games
The category Set of sets and functions is locally presentable and therefore µ-bicomplete. In [3] we have shown how to use game theoretic ideas to understand the interpretation of categorical µ-terms as functors on the category Set: out of a µ-term and of a choice of sets indexed by the free variables, a game is constructed so that the set of deterministic winning strategies for a given player has the universal property defining the interpretation of the µ-term. The games that arise from this construction are parity games, a well known tool of the theory of the modal µ-calculus [6, §4] . In a parity game two players, σ and π, play against each other on a graph of positions and moves. Wins in finite plays are determined by the normal play condition: a player who is unable to move loses. As the graph could contain cycles, infinite plays have to be taken into account, the winner of an infinite play being determined according to the following rule. A finite partition into regions of the set of positions is given, each region having an height -a natural number -and a color -either µ or ν. An infinite play is a win for player σ if and only if the region of maximal height visited infinitely often in this play is colored by ν.
The kind of parity games that we obtain from µ-terms have also positions at infinite height; these positions are draws as no move is possible and no player has to move. Out of this data it is possible to define a game with no draws by choosing for each position at infinite height a set and by declaring that from such a position player σ must choose an element from the set, having done which he wins.
µ-Terms as Games
In figure 3 it is exemplified the construction of a parity game out of a µ-term.
2 is displayed on the left and the associated parity game is displayed on the right. The reader will notice that the graph of the game is essentially the same as the term-tree. The technical notion of dependency order between bound variables, standard from the theory of the modal µ-calculus [7] , is coded into the ordered partition of the game, while the free variable z becomes a position at infinite height. It is known that the interpretation of this µ-term in the category Set is the functor that associates to each set E the set of trees with the following properties: (1) each node of the tree has a finite list of sons, (2) infinite branches are possible, (3) each node is labeled by an element of E. The reader is now challenged to build a deterministic winning strategy for player σ in the game on the right out of any such tree. For this, recall that an infinite play is a win for player σ in this game if and only if the following implication is satisfied: if the play visits infinitely often region 1, then it visits infinitely often region 2 as well. Thus we suggest to code the finite list of sons of a tree by looping through the first region, and the infinite branches by looping through the second region. This construction, if properly guessed, defines a bijective correspondence between the set of those trees and the set of the deterministic winning strategies in this game. 
The term-tree as a game
Algebraic Interpretation of Parity Games
Some parity games are therefore combinatorial realizations of categorical µ-terms, as a concrete description of the interpretation of a µ-term is given by the set of deterministic winning strategies for player σ in the associated parity game. The opposite problem -of an algebraic realization of the set of deterministic winning strategies in a parity game -arises. That is, given a parity game, can we find some µ-term that describes the set of deterministic winning strategies in that game? The answer is positive and is obtained in a few steps. It is always possible to extract out of a parity game an algebraic expression that makes sense in every category with finite products and coproducts, again under the assumption that this category has enough initial algebras and final coalgebras. This expression is actually a finite system of equations -i.e. a term of an iteration theory [8] or of a vectorial µ-calculus [6] -whose solution in the category of sets and functions is exactly the set of deterministic winning strategies for player σ in the game. We shall construct such expression by explaining how to win in parity games. A winning strategy from a position where the opponent -player π -has to move is essentially a collection of winning strategies, one for each of the opponent's moves. A deterministic winning strategy for player σ from a position where he must move consists of a choice of one move and of a strategy from the next position after that move. It should be evident that deterministic winning strategies in games with cycles are solutions to some system of equations; more precisely, to some system of functorial equations whose building blocks are product and coproduct functors. We suggest this in figure 4. Suppose now that there is just one region at finite height and that this region is colored by µ, as it happens in figure 4 . Then all the infinite plays are prohibited to player σ, and the winning strategies -mathematically, some kind of trees whose branches are plays in the game -do not contain infinite branches. A straightforward induction shows that the collection of winning strategies is a least solution -that is, an initial algebra -of the corresponding system of functorial equations. On the other hand, if the only region is colored by ν, then infinite plays are wins for player σ and the winning strategies contain infinite branches as well. A standard argument shows that the set of winning strategies is a greatest solution or a final coalgebra of the system of equations.
Consider now a parity game G with more than one region at finite height. The deterministic winning strategies for player σ in this game form again a set that is a solution of a system of functorial equations that is recursively constructed by mimicking the structure of the parity game. Out of G construct its predecessor game P (G) by erasing all the informations outgoing from the region of maximal finite height; this construction is exemplified in figure 5 . Then a recipe for σ to win in G sounds as follows: from a position of maximal finite height simply choose some move and a winning strategy from the next position, and from a position at finite non maximal finite height choose a strategy to win in the predecessor game and use it as long as possible. Since by doing this you can come back to the region of maximal finite height, iterate this process infinitely often if the color of this region is ν, finitely many times if the color of this region is µ. This recipe is translated to a system of functorial equations with the following shape:
Here X ω is the vector of positions at infinite height, X n+1 is the vector of Fig. 5 . Construction of the predecessor game positions of maximal finite height, and X ≤n are all the other positions; F is a vector of product and coproduct functors constructed as in the example of figure 4, and S P (G) is the collection of winning strategies in the predecessor game; this is indeed a functor in the set of positions of infinite and maximal finite height, considered as variables. Finally this system has to be solved as an initial algebra if the color of the region of maximal finite height is µ, and as a final coalgebra otherwise.
It turns out that parity games have the same expressive power of µ-terms: the initial algebras and final coalgebras that we need to interpret parity games -i.e. that we need to solve the functorial systems of equations associated to them -are exactly those needed to interpret µ-terms and to define µ-bicomplete categories. This fact is a consequence of the Bekič property for initial algebras [9, §4.2]. Using this property it is also possible to algorithmically find a µ-term to denote the set of winning strategies from a given position in a parity game. We doubt that finding such a µ-term is useful, actually we prefer to handle parity games directly, once their algebraic significance has been clarified.
Communication Strategies and Circular Proofs
Summarizing the previous section, we have argued that parity games can play the role of combinatorial terms for the theory of µ-bicomplete categories: they have an interpretation, and modulo this interpretation they are equivalent to µ-terms. The theory of µ-bicomplete categories is a 2-theory and thus we have been lead to study definable natural transformations between definable functors. Game theory is again a useful tool to motivate this study as well as to pursue it. To understand why, we need to introduce the notion of communication strategy from a game G to a game H. This is a key notion in the theory of games for free lattices, free µ-lattices, and linear logic [10, 11, 12, 1] . In these contexts a compound game G H is constructed to determine whether a game G is less than or equal to a game H. In G H a player called the Mediator is playing simultaneously on G with the role of π and on H as σ, his goal being that of winning either on G or on H, or on both. A communication strategy is a winning strategy for Mediator in this game and the witness that the relation G ≤ H holds.
Computational Interpretation
Games are well known mathematical models of computational systems and it is an established and fruitful practice to translate concepts back and forth between the world of games and the world of computation [13, 11, 12, 14] . We adapt this correspondence to the mathematical setting of parity games and µ-bicomplete categories and prefer to think of games as being descriptions of bidirectional synchronous communication channels. A communication strategy is then understood as a protocol for letting the left user of the channel G to communicate with the right user of H in a constrained but asynchronous way. Figure 6 suggests that the channels G and H could be telephone lines and the protocol M an answering machine or an operating system. Several game theoretic ideas acquire interest as soon as they are analyzed within the world of computation. For example, the fact that a communication strategy is winning on finite plays is translated to the fact that the protocol is never responsible for interrupting a communication, a correctness condition: if a deadlock occurs in the overall system when using the protocol, then either the left user on G or the right user on H is responsible for it. Parity games are peculiar in that they contain cycles and permit to model possibly infinite systems' computations. The winning condition for infinite plays in the game G H computationally means that the protocol is fair: if in the overall system an infinite communication takes place, then either the left user on G or the right user on H is to blame for it; in particular, no infinite chatting of the protocol with itself arises.
Circular Proofs as an Algebra of Communication Strategies
Our primary goal is to study the computational situation described above, thus we need to investigate differences among communication strategies, not only their existence. Algebraically this means lifting the perspective from posets to categories and from the theory of µ-lattices to the theory of µ-bicomplete categories.
Bounded memory communication strategies are interesting from a computational perspective, moreover it is a fact that if there exists a communication strategy from G to H, then there also exists a bounded memory communication strategy from G to H. This fact turns out to be particularly useful in a lattice theoretic setting where the mere existence of strategies matters, as it drastically reduces the search space when looking for a communication strategy; relaying on this fact we have been able to show that the word problem for the theory of µ-lattices is decidable [1] and that the alternation hierarchy for this theory is strict [2] .
Thus we have started our categorical investigation by algebraizing bounded memory communication strategies by means of the calculus of circular proofs [4] -a logical setting that naturally extends the one of [15] . The categorical algebra makes it possible to precisely describe actions taking place in a communication strategy. The cotupling and tupling operations -leftintroduction rules and the right -introduction rules, as usual in categorical logic [16] -describe the actions of the left user on G and of the right user on H respectively. Projections -left -introduction rules -are used to describe the Mediator's choices on the left board and injections -right -introduction rules -are used for the Mediator's choices on the right board. We exemplify this in figure 7 , where two parity games and a circular proof are displayed. We have emphasized the isomorphisms of structure between the game graphs and the graphs of subterms so that it should be clear how to use the circular proof as a communication strategy: following the transitions on the proof structure move two tokens on the graphs of subterms, and, by isomorphisms, on the game graphs. Beware that the proof of figure 7 has its root located at the bottom, while the starting positions of the games are located at the top.
Generalizing the example of figure 7 , it is always possible to represent bounded memory communication strategies -combinatorial objects primarily consisting of a finite and possibly cyclic graph -into algebraic objects that look like proofs in a simple sequent calculus. This should not be surprising, as at the beginning of this section we have pointed out that a communication strategy from G to H is a witness, i.e. a proof, that the relation G ≤ H holds. On the other hand, the resulting proof objects are odd, as they are circular. Since parity games contain cycles, a bounded memory communication strategy will also have cycles in its graph explaining how to win on infinite plays and these cycles are inherited by the proof object. This is a major problem when doing algebra, as several standard techniques are not available anymore. In particular it is not possible to use a standard induction -on the well founded structure of a proof tree -to give an interpretation of a proof as an arrow of an arbitrary µ-bicomplete category.
Semantics of Circular Proofs
Challenged by this problem we have proposed a solution as follows. A circular proof is firstly understood as a finite system of equations in some undetermined arrows of an arbitrary µ-bicomplete category. This step is never problematic; for example, the circular proof of figure 7 is translated into the system of equations of figure 8 , where we have used { and } for the cotupling operation, in for injections, for the unique arrow to the terminal object, and α, β are initial algebra isomorphisms. As a second step, we prove that each system of equations arising from a circular proof admits a unique solution; this is the main result of [4, 5] . To achieve this goal we use fixed point theory. We begin by observing that the universal property of an initial algebra can be interpreted as stating the existence and uniqueness of a fixed point; then we remark that if a category C has products, then a parameterized version of the universal property holds as well. That is, if α y : F (µ x .F (x, y) , y) commutes. An example of this parameterized universal property is the substitution theorem of the iteration monad [17, 18] . A second necessary condition to solve the systems of equations that arise from circular proof structures is that their cycles should be "virtuous circles." More precisely, these cycles should correspond to the cycles of a winning strategy explaining how to win on infinite plays. Observe in the diagram above that the natural transformation β † is the solution of an equation that is guarded on the left by α −1 , the inverse of the initial algebra. When translated into the algebra, the requirement that a communication strategy be winning on infinite plays states the following rather reasonable condition: the corresponding system of equations has to be guarded, either on the left by the inverse of some initial algebra, or on the right, by the inverse of some final coalgebra. In the example of figure  7 , the cycles of the proof structure are virtuous since they are guarded by the rule Lµx; the corresponding equation in figure 8 is f 3 = α −1 · f 4 . Existence of fixed points and of guards are the two ingredients needed to use the Bekič lemma, by which one can recursively solve systems of equations out of the solutions of their subsystems.
